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Spaceborne deployable cylindrical antennas have broad application prospects in the fields of space earth observation and remote-
sensing detection because of their significant advantages of ultralong aperture, high gain, and flexible beam scanning. As application
requirements rapidly develop, a new type of spaceborne deployable cylindrical antenna mechanism with a large diameter and
deployability is urgently needed. This paper presents an innovative design for a cylindrical deployable antenna mechanism
based on 18R triangular prism elements based on graph theory. The correctness of the configuration is verified by developing a
prototype. First, four kinds of nonoverconstrained 12-bar triangular prism-stabilized truss structure configurations and their
corresponding topological diagrams are constructed. Second, based on graph theory, three types of 102 triangular prism-
stabilized truss mechanism configurations that can be folded into linear mechanisms are derived. Third, the kinematic pair
configuration is established to achieve a single-degree-of-freedom 7R2U9S triangular prism deployable unit. Fourth, combined
with the geometric topology characteristics of the unit network, a triangular prism unit networking method is proposed, and a
cylindrical network mechanism configuration based on 18R triangular prism units is obtained. A prototype was fabricated by
3D printing, and an expansion and retraction function test was conducted, which verified the correctness of the theoretical
analysis in this paper. Finally, a new concept configuration for a parabolic cylindrical antenna is proposed. This paper provides
a reference for the configuration of large-scale folding truss structures with unit expansion.

1. Introduction

The spaceborne deployable cylindrical antenna is an antenna
form that can be folded into a small volume during the deliv-
ery stage and then deployed into a large-diameter cylindrical
reflector antenna in orbit. It has broad application prospects
in the fields of space earth observation and remote-sensing
detection [1, 2]. Since its introduction in the Global Precip-
itation Mission (GPM) [3] in 2000, the realization form and
related theoretical innovations for spaceborne deployable
cylindrical antennas have emerged as a prominent area of
research in the field of deployable antennas. As application
requirements continue to evolve rapidly, further research
should focus on meeting the demands for ultralarge aper-
tures and scalable dimensions. In 2000, Eastwood et al. first

proposed a spaceborne deployable cylindrical antenna in the
form of a deployable film antenna. The Kevlar film reflecting
surface was driven by a chain-type deployable boundary
mechanism to enable it to deploy and form. A prototype of
a half-sized antenna measuring 2 6m × 2 6m was used to
develop the groundwork. Function and profile tests were
carried out. However, the profile accuracy did not reach
the expected index [4]. Alan and Sergio [5] introduced a
scheme for a fixed surface deployment cylindrical antenna,
which can be used to realize antenna deployment by driving
four lightweight sandwich-curved panels through a self-
locking hinge. Soykasap et al. [6] proposed the concept of
a “hollow solid” structure, where the antenna is composed
of carbon-fibre-reinforced plastic (CFRP) connected by flex-
ible hinges. In the unfolded state of the antenna, this design
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forms a thin-walled box structure with a high stiffness-to-
mass ratio. Steven et al. [7] proposed a 108-long large-
diameter cylindrical antenna composed of a supporting
truss, a reflector, and a phased array feed. The overall struc-
ture of the antenna adopts a cable-rod modular structure,
and the column is driven by a supporting truss, thereby
enabling the overall deployment of the surface antenna.
Based on the kinematic characteristics of the Bennett mech-
anism and the structural characteristics of the cylindrical
antenna, Lv et al. [8, 9] and Song et al. [10] proposed two
different forms of deployable cylindrical antenna networking
mechanisms. The NEC Company in Japan [11] developed a
spaceborne cylindrical reflector antenna product with a fixed
surface and a deployable form. This system connects and
drives three antenna cylindrical reflector panels through
mechanical hinges to achieve expansion. In 2018, this com-
pany realized the first on-orbit application of a spaceborne
cylindrical antenna. Dong et al. [12] proposed a method
for constructing a frame-type deployable parabolic cylindri-
cal antenna using a plane linkage mechanism. They also
evaluated the design of the geometric configuration and
completed the scale of the parabolic cylindrical antenna with
a diameter of 30 12m × 100m. Lin et al. [13] developed a
large-scale spaceborne deployable parabolic cylindrical
antenna that adopted a modular frame-type deployable
structure. This design enables the retraction and deployment
of a cylindrical antenna with a diameter of 100m2. Currently,
the deployment of spaceborne cylindrical antennas is divided
into four main categories, namely, film deployment, fixed
surface deployment, shell-film deployment, and rod mecha-
nism deployment. Among thesemethods, the rodmechanism
deployable cylindrical antenna represents the prevailing
approach for realizing super-aperture spaceborne cylindrical
antennas measuring tens or even hundreds of metres across.
The unit networking mechanism is characterized by modu-
larity and deployability, which is suitable for the institutional
form of superlarge deployable cylindrical antennas.

Configuration design serves as the cornerstone for
mechanism research, enabling the synthesis of various types
of mechanisms with needed motion forms. As the main
realization form of the spatially deployable structure,
configuration synthesis and design have been extensively
investigated by many scholars. Herr and Horner [14]
introduced a framed reflector design that uses a folding unit
network to form a reflective surface. This configuration con-
sists of a group of quadrilateral folding units networked in
the same way as the reflector network and has a multiloop
redundancy mechanism with good overall stiffness charac-
teristics. Warnaar et al. [15, 16] used the method of graph
theory to study the conceptual design of the deployable space
mechanism, put forward a concept of a truss module based
on graph theory, and studied the module as a basic unit to
investigate the possibility of deploying the truss pattern.
Andod [17] and Meguro et al. [18] introduced a hexagonal
prism folding unit networking mechanism and realized the
on-orbit splicing of ultralarge aperture antennas through
modular networking units. Chen and Guan [19] proposed a
hexagonal deployable unit driven by a telescopic rod, which
served as the basis for designing a large-scale framed para-

bolic antenna. Vu et al. [20, 21] presented a method for
constructing large-scale trusses using spatially deployable
mechanisms. They analysed the relationship between large-
scale trusses and the number of elements and element scale.
They also defined structural efficiency indicators to evaluate
the configuration and determine the optimal configuration.
Zhao et al. [22] analysed the motion characteristics of
deployable structures based on the scissor mechanism unit.
They studied the process of using the scissor mechanism to
form plane deployable structures, cylindrical deployable
structures, and spherical deployable structures. Yang et al.
investigated the configuration and kinematics of a quadran-
gular pyramid developable element based on a seven-bar
closed-loop mechanism [23], a new hexahedral mechanism
based on a spatial polyhedral centripetal mechanism [24],
and a spatially symmetric 6R mechanism [25] and combined
them. Different large-scale plane deployment mechanisms
can be formed. Cui et al. [26] studied the kinematic charac-
teristics of the Bricard linkage as a unit mechanism and
proposed a configuration method for obtaining the antenna
network deployment mechanism by splicing the Bricard
linkage. Qi et al. [27] proposed two multielement combined
configuration methods using the Myard linkage as a unit.
They conducted kinematic analysis and parametric optimiza-
tion for the new combined mechanism configuration. Xu
et al. [28] introduced a deployable unit mechanism configu-
ration method based on the helical theory to add constraint
chains, and a new type of frame antenna triangular prism
deployable unit mechanism configuration was obtained,
which can be used to realize a uniform attitude for each node
link during fully collapsed and deployed states. Shi et al. [29,
30] devised a series of conceptual configurations for double-
layer ring truss antenna mechanisms based on the graph
theory. They carried out mechanism design, analysis, and
verification for one of the proposed configurations. Han
et al. [31] conducted comprehensive research on the annular
deployable antenna mechanism using the constraint synthe-
sis method of the helix theory. The annular truss mechanism
was divided into two parts: the upper and lower annular sides
for analysis and synthesis. The current configuration for the
unit networking mechanism is mainly realized using two
different methods: One is to use the existing mature space
exhibition mechanism as a folding unit and combine its
movement characteristics to form a large-scale unit network
mechanism by networking and splicing. This method dem-
onstrates fast innovation speed and high maturity. This is
the main way in which innovation is realized at this stage.
However, as the demand for superlarge calibres increases,
the use of large-scale existing mechanisms can lead to issues
such as low overall stiffness, low storage ratio, and large
weight. The second approach is based on the principles of
mechanism configuration synthesis, combined with the
demand motion form of the unit network mechanism to carry
out the unit mechanism and network configuration synthesis.

Currently, a small number of methods, such as the heli-
cal theory constraint synthesis method and the mechanism
graph theory method, are used to develop the parabolic
deployable antenna mechanism. However, few results of
innovative research on the configuration of a cylindrical
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deployable antenna unit networking mechanism based on
this method have been published. In the mechanism config-
uration method, the mechanism graph method is used to
establish the topological relationship between the compo-
nents and kinematic pairs through the topology diagram
and its mathematical description. Subsequently, configura-
tion analysis and synthesis are conducted based on the char-
acteristics of the graph, which has a better effect on the unit
network truss mechanism.

This paper focuses on addressing the requirements of
unit networking in spaceborne cylindrical deployable
antenna mechanisms. To this end, based on the method of
graph theory, a new cylindrical deployable antenna mecha-
nism based on 18R triangular prism elements is proposed.
To achieve a larger aperture for the deployable antenna
mechanism, a triangular prism unit networking method is
proposed. Furthermore, a cylindrical network mechanism
configuration is obtained based on 18R triangular prism
units. A scaled-down prototype is developed to verify the
deployment function and correctness of the theoretical anal-
ysis. The existing tensioning structures have multiple degrees
of freedom, and the proposed deployable mechanism has a
single degree of freedom. At the same time, this design com-
bines the advantages of the high stiffness of the tensioning
structure and the light weight of the cable net structure.
Therefore, compared with the existing mechanisms, the
proposed deployable mechanism has the advantages of easy
driving, high stiffness, and light weight. In this way, one
can realize large-scale deployable antenna mechanisms and
provide new ideas for related engineering applications.

The sections of this paper are arranged as follows: In
Section 1, according to Maxwell’s geometric system stability
criterion, a triangular prism element statically indeterminate
truss structure that can be used for cylindrical antenna
networking and its topology is constructed. In Section 2,
the triangular prism unit truss mechanism configuration,
the configuration topology description, and the kinematic
pair configuration are completed. In Section 3, the unit
networking geometric topology characteristics of the cylin-
drical antenna truss structure are combined. The principle
prototype was produced by 3D printing, and an expansion
and retraction function test was carried out to verify the
correctness of the theoretical analysis in this paper. In
Section 4, the concept for the configuration of a parabolic
cylindrical antenna is designed.

2. Configuration Synthesis Based on
Graph Theory

It is difficult to innovate and design many deployable mech-
anism configurations based on experience alone. Applying
graph theory and other methods to the configuration
synthesis of deployable mechanisms can help in the innova-
tion of new deployable mechanisms, providing configuration
references for the design of large modular spacecraft and
prism mechanisms that can be stowed into straight lines.

A comprehensive truss structure configuration process is
proposed based on graph theory (Figure 1). First, a unit-
stabilized truss structure and its topology are constructed.

Second, according to the desired geometric constraints, the
topological relationship for the variable links of the truss
mechanism is synthesized by inserting the embryo diagram.
Finally, according to the topology map and actual needs, the
unit kinematic pair configuration is constructed, and the
feasible mechanism configuration that meets the conditions
is obtained. The detailed modelling process is shown in
Reference [32].

2.1. Identification of Truss Structure Stability. According to
Maxwell’s criterion of necessary conditions for the stability
of geometric systems, the following conditions must be satis-
fied for a stable truss structure:

e ≥ αv − β, 1

where e is the total number of sides; v is the total number of
vertices; α is the dimension (the dimensions of the space,
plane, and linear mechanisms are 3, 2, and 1, respectively);
and β is the number of degrees of freedom, and the degrees
of freedom of the space, plane, and linear mechanisms are 6,
3, and 1, respectively.

For the property of the truss structure map (undirected
graph without self-closing transformation), we obtain the
following:

〠
v‐1

i=α
vi = v,

〠
v‐1

i=α
ivi = 2e,

2

where vi is the number of points with degree i (i = 1, 2, 3,⋯).
Equations (1) and (2) can be used to simultaneously

solve for the feasible combination of vertex degrees and
obtain the conceptual configuration of the demand-
stabilized truss structure.

In addition, the adjacency matrix that corresponds to the
map should be a symmetric square matrix M of order v and
should satisfy the following properties:

(1) i satisfies v − 1 ≥ i ≥ a a = 1, 2, or 3
(2) If the number of vertices is greater than α + 1 and

there are nonzero elements in both rows i and j, then
αij = 0

(3) At least one cycle satisfies v = e

(4) The number of vertices v and the number of edges e
should satisfy Equation (2)

(5) All vertices are located in the outer circle

For the space triangular prism mechanism, v = 6, α = 3,
and β = 6. According to Equation (1), the total number of
sides constituting a stable truss can be determined.

For the space triangular prismmechanism, we have v = 6,
α = 3, and β = 6. According to Equation (1), the total number
of sides constituting a stable truss can be determined.
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e ≥ 3 × 6 − 6 = 12 3

By setting the total number of edges to a minimum value
of 12 and applying Equation (2), four possible configuration
node combinations can be derived:

C1 = v3 = 0, v4 = 6, v5 = 0 ,
C2 = v3 = 1, v4 = 4, v5 = 1 ,
C3 = v3 = 2, v4 = 2, v5 = 2 ,
C4 = v3 = 3, v4 = 0, v5 = 3

4

2.2. Establishment of the Topology Diagram for a Stable Truss.
When considering the six vertices used to form a polygon on
the outer ring for the triangular prism structure, we can set
the corresponding element of the outer edge to 1. The corre-
sponding adjacency matrix is obtained as shown in Figure 2.

To distinguish the different arrangement positions of the
sides, a weighted adjacency matrix is introduced. The weight
of the triangular sides (AB, BC, AC, DE, EF, and DF) at both
ends of the triangular prism is 3. The weight of the two tri-
angular edges (AF, BE, and CD) is 4. The weight of the
newly introduced nonedge bars used to form a stable truss
is 1. The weighted adjacency matrix is obtained as follows:

A B C D E F
A 0 3 3 4
B 3 0 3 4
C 3 3 0 4
D 4 0 3 3
E 4 3 0 3
F 4 3 3 0

5

By adding 1 to the 6 vacancies of the upper triangular
matrix, resulting in a total of 3 additions, and supplementing
the lower triangular matrix based on symmetry, we can
obtain the corresponding adjacency matrix with a total of
20 configurations. By counting the number of nodes with
different degrees of truss knots for 20 configurations, two
types of triangular prism trusses meet the combination C1
= v3 = 0, v4 = 6, v5 = 0 , 12 types of triangular prism truss
meet the combination C2 = v3 = 1, v4 = 4, v5 = 1 , and 6
types meet the combination C3 = v3 = 2, v4 = 2, v5 = 2 for a
triangular prism truss. However, no triangular prism truss
type satisfies the combination C4 = v3 = 3, v4 = 0, v5 = 3 .

2.3. Isomorphic Identification of Stable Trusses. The configu-
rations obtained through different configuration synthesis
methods can have different mathematical descriptions, but
they are isomorphic. In this paper, the discrimination
method based on the adjacency matrix correlation degree
code [33] is used to discriminate isomorphism.

The graph correlation degree IDC is defined as follows:

IDC =max ID1, ID2, ID3,⋯, IDi,⋯ , 6

where IDi = di1, di2, di3, di4,⋯, dij,⋯,wi1,wi2,wi3,wi4,⋯,
wij,⋯; di1, di2, di3, di4,⋯, dij,⋯ denotes the degree of
vertex j (j = 1, 2, 3⋯ ) adjacent to vertex i in the unit graph
and wi1,wi2,wi3,wi4,⋯,wij,⋯ denotes the weight that
connects vertices i and j.

A one-to-one correspondence was observed between the
IDC code and unit map. If the IDC code is consistent, then
an isomorphic configuration is obtained.

The isomorphism for the three combinations of six
configurations that can be realized by the triangular prism
structure was determined. Finally, three spatial triangular
prism stable truss structure configurations were obtained,
as shown in Table 1.

Building unit stable truss
structure and its topology

Isomorphism
discrimination of truss

structure

Determine truss variable
link configuration based

on desired stowed
 geometry

Determine the type and
number of motion pairs for a
truss mechanism based on the
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Figure 1: Comprehensive flow for the truss mechanism configuration based on graph theory.
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2.4. Truss Structure Variable Rod Configuration. To con-
struct a deployable truss mechanism from a stable truss
structure, some of the rods must be modified into variable-
length rods (folding rods or telescopic rods) to realize the
mechanism employed to transition between folded and
unfolded states. To fulfil the requirements of a high storage
ratio during space transportation and ensure better adapt-
ability to the space environment, the folded truss structure
should maintain stability when the variable rods are fixed,
and the truss mechanism should be optimized for linear

stability. Therefore, the number of fixed rods in the mecha-
nism can be determined using Equation (1) subject to the
following constraints:

ef ≥ v − 1, 7

where ef is the total number of fixed rods.
For the folded truss structure composed of fixed rods,

we obtain

A

A A
A 0

1
1

1 1 1
11 1

111
1 1

11
1 –

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

––

1 1
0

0
0

0
0

B

B

C

C

D

D

E

E

F
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C
C

E
E

D

D

F F

Figure 2: Triangular prism structure and its topology.

Table 1: Summary of 12-bar 3-prism-stabilized truss types.

Serial number Weighted adjacency matrix Topology of trusses Configuration sketch

Structure I

A B C D E F
A 0 3 3 1 0 4
B 3 0 3 0 4 1
C 3 3 0 4 1 0
D 1 0 4 0 3 3
E 0 4 1 3 0 3
F 4 1 0 3 3 0

A

B

C D

E

F

A

B C

D
E

F

Structure II

A B C D E F
A 0 3 3 0 1 4
B 3 0 3 1 4 0
C 3 3 0 4 0 1
D 0 1 4 0 3 3
E 1 4 0 3 0 3
F 4 0 1 3 3 0

A

B

C D

E

F

A

B C

D
E

F

Structure III

A B C D E F
A 0 3 3 1 1 4
B 3 0 3 1 4 0
C 3 3 0 4 0 0
D 1 1 4 0 3 3
E 1 4 0 3 0 3
F 4 0 0 3 3 0

A

B

C D

E

F

A

B C

DE

F
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〠
v‐1

j=1
vj = v,

〠
v‐1

j=1
jvj = 2ef ,

8

where vj is the number of points with degree j (j = 1, 2, 3,⋯).
Considering that the members of the truss mechanism

are composed of variable and fixed rods, that is,

e = ef + et, 9

where et is the total number of variable poles, including
folding poles or telescopic poles.

By combining (11) and (13), the number of folding rods
for the truss mechanism can be constrained as follows:

et ≤ e − v + 1 10

Taking the number of fixed rods that satisfy the
constraints, the parallel vertical (11) and (12) can be used
to obtain the node degree combination for the truss mecha-
nism formed by the folded fixed rods and establish its topol-
ogy map to obtain the corresponding truss mechanism.

Taking the triangular prism-stabilized truss type IV as
an example, for a 12-bar triangular prism truss that can be
folded into a linear mechanism, the number of fixed rods
should exceed 5, and the number of folding rods should be
less than 7, according to Equations (11) and (14). For the
eight combinations of different fixed and variable rods, the
configuration node type combinations of the linear mecha-
nism under each combination can be solved using Equations
(11) and (12), resulting in a total of 3302 types. Nondevelop-
able structures, including closed triangles, nondeployable
closed quadrilaterals, and closed pentagons, are eliminated.
After performing isomorphism discrimination, all 102 types
of deployable linear truss structures for configuration III are
obtained, as shown in Table 2. The deployable and stowed
states are shown in Table 3. In Table 3, the rigid lines repre-

sent the fixed-length links, and the dashed lines represent
the variable-length links. The four parameters in “Configu-
ration x-x-x-x” represent the configuration number, number
of fixed-length links, number of variable-length links, and
configuration serial number, respectively. For example, “iii-
7-5-1” represents configuration number III, 7 fixed-length
links, 5 variable-length links, and a configuration serial
number of 1.

Because the length of Table 3 is too long, the other parts
of Table 3 are placed in Table 4.

3. Kinematic Pair Configuration of the
Triangular Prism Unit

The stable truss structure map provides a visualization of the
geometric characteristics of the truss. However, to fully
understand the composition and interconnections of the
components, the diagram must be transformed into a topol-
ogy map, which can then be used to determine the mecha-
nism configuration kinematic pair configuration.

3.1. Matrix Description of the Institution Topology. Accord-
ing to the definition of mechanism topology, the mechanism
topology diagram can be represented by an incidence matrix
A and a component connection relationship adjacency
matrix B. The associative adjacency matrix represents the
connection between the vertices and links of all components
of the configuration, and the component connection rela-
tionship adjacency matrix represents the correlation between
components, the link, and the variable-length link and has a
specific definition as follows:

(i) The incidence matrix A for the mechanism: a matrix
that expresses the relationship between the vertices
of the components and the components in the struc-
ture. αij = 1 where vertex i belongs to component j,
and αij = 0 where vertex i does not belong to compo-
nent j. It has the following characteristics: (1) Only
two elements in each column are set to 1, and the
rest are set to 0 because each edge is only associated

Table 2: Statistics for the number of configurations of the triangular prism-stabilized truss type III that satisfy the parameters for the linear
stabilized truss.

Serial
number

Number of fixed-
length rods

Variable-length rod
quantity

Type of adjacency matrix that can
be constructed

A nonisomorphic configuration conforming
to the size constraint

1 5 7 792 79

2 6 6 924 21

3 7 5 792 2

4 8 4 495 0

5 9 3 220 0

6 10 2 66 0

7 11 1 12 0

8 12 0 1 0

Total
number

— — 3302 102
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to two points. (2) A row of the incidence matrix is
the association set of the corresponding vertex, and
the number of nonzero elements in the row is equal
to the degree of this vertex. (3) The complete inci-
dence matrix can be used to describe the overall
characteristics of the graph

(ii) Component connection relationship adjacency matrix
B of the mechanism: used to represent the connec-
tion relationship between fixed-length rods and
variable-length rods in the spatially deployable
element. Definition: αij = 0, which means that com-

ponents i and j are not connected; αij = 1, which
means that components i and j are connected at a
single point; the elements on the diagonal line repre-
sent the connection between the component and
itself; αij = 2, which means that component i is con-
nected to itself as a two-point connection, indicating
that this link is a rod. Matrix A and matrix B have
the following transformation relationship:

B =ATA 11

Table 3: Part of the type III 12-bar triangular prism truss mechanism configuration.

Serial number Deployable truss configuration Deployed Stowed

1
Configuration

III-7-5-1

A

B C

DE

F

2
Configuration

III-7-5-2

A

B C

DE

F

3
Configuration

III-6-6-1

A

B C

DE

F

4
Configuration

III-6-6-2

A

B C

DE

F

5
Configuration

III-6-6-3

A

B C

DE

F
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Table 4: Continuation of Table 3.

Serial number Deployable truss configuration Deployed Stowed

6
Configuration

III-6-6-4

A

B C

DE

F

7
Configuration

III-6-6-5

A

B C

DE

F

8
Configuration

III-6-6-6

9
Configuration

III-6-6-7

10
Configuration

III-6-6-8

11
Configuration

III-6-6-9
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Table 4: Continued.

Serial number Deployable truss configuration Deployed Stowed

12
Configuration
III-6-6-10

13
Configuration
III-6-6-11

14
Configuration
III-6-6-12

15
Configuration
III-6-6-13

16
Configuration
III-6-6-14

17
Configuration
III-6-6-15

9International Journal of Aerospace Engineering



Table 4: Continued.

Serial number Deployable truss configuration Deployed Stowed

18
Configuration
III-6-6-16

19
Configuration
III-6-6-17

20
Configuration
III-6-6-18

21
Configuration
III-6-6-19

22
Configuration
III-6-6-20

23
Configuration
III-6-6-21
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The greater the number of fixed-length rods, the better
the unfolded stiffness of the mechanism, which is more
suitable for on-orbit applications. Therefore, taking the
12-bar unfolded truss type III-7-5-1 in Table 3 as an
example for further configuration analysis, the incidence
matrix and the adjacency matrix of the component con-
nection relationship are shown in Tables 5 and 6,
respectively.

3.2. Establishment of a Two-Colour Topology Map for the
Mechanism. According to the matrix description of the
topology diagram, the complete topology diagram of the
mechanism can be drawn, and the topology diagram shows
the topology relationship between the components. To sim-
plify the topological relationship between links, a two-colour
topological diagram is used to describe it. The steps to create
a two-colour topology map are as follows:

Step 1: fixed-length rods are represented by “•,” and
variable-length rods are represented by “o.”

Step 2: the complete topological graph for each vertex
obtained from the incidence matrix is called a partial com-
plete graph. The partial complete graph at the vertex of the
space-deployable unit can be simplified to a mechanism tree
by removing some edges.

Step 3: when the local topology map is simplified into a
tree, the priority as a local rack (all components are con-
nected to this component) is fixed − length rod > collapsible
rod, and the priority between the same type of rods is fixed
according to their connection. The number of rods is sorted
from most to least. If the number of fixed-length rods

Table 4: Continued.

Serial number Deployable truss configuration Deployed Stowed

24
Configuration

III-5-7-1

25
Configuration

III-5-7-2

26
Configuration

III-5-7-3

Table 5: Incidence matrix for configuration III-7-5-1.

AB AC AD AE AF BC BD BE CD DE DF EF

A 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

B 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

C 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

D 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

E 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

F 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Table 6: Adjacency matrix for the component connection relation
for configuration III-7-5-1.

AB AC AD AE AF BC BD BE CD DE DF EF

AB 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

AC 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

AD 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

AE 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

AF 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

BC 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

BD 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 0

BE 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 1

CD 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 0

DE 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1

DF 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 1

EF 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 2
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connected by two rods of the same type is equal, the priority
between them is sorted according to the number of foldable
rods connected to them.

Step 4: the local rack and the whole rack must be
consistent.

Step 5: if several qualified two-colour topology maps are
obtained, then any one of them can be selected as the topol-
ogy map that corresponds to the unit.

Taking configuration III-7-5-1 as an example, the com-
plete two-colour topology can be obtained from the matrix
(Table 6), as shown in Figure 3.

Merging the mechanism tree, the mechanism bicolour
map for configuration III-7-5-1 can be obtained as shown
in Figure 4.

Based on the two-colour topology diagram of the
mechanism, according to the desired number of degrees of
freedom of the mechanism, the number, type, and position
of the kinematic pairs are configured. Considering the char-
acteristics of space applications, the configuration should
follow the following principles:

Rule 1: the hinge of the unit mechanism only adopts
rotating, universal, and ball pairs.

Rule 2: ball pairs cannot be used at both ends of a link to
avoid the introduction of local degrees of freedom.

Rule 3: each nonoverconstrained loop has at least 1
degree of freedom.

According to the equation for the degree of freedom of
the space mechanism [33]:

M = 6 n − g − 1 + 〠
g

i=1
f i + μ, 12

where M is the degrees of freedom, n is the total number of
mechanism links (including racks), g is the total number of
joints of the mechanism, f i is the number of degrees of free-
dom of the i-th kinematic pair, and μ is the total number of
allover constraints in the mechanism.

For the deployable truss and its two-colour topology
map parameters, the variable-length rod can be regarded as
a folding rod with an R pair (can also be regarded as a tele-
scopic rod with a P pair) (R pair represents rotating pair and
P pair represents moving pair), and then, Equation (12) can
be expressed as follows:

M = 6 v + vt − eR + eU + eS + vt − 1
+ eR + 2eU + 3eS + vt + μ,

13

where v is the total number of fixed and variable-length rods
in the truss, vt is the number of variable-length rods, eR is
the number of R pairs (rotating pairs), eU is the number of
U pairs (hook or universal hinges), and eS is the number of
S pairs (ball pairs).

Equation (13) can be simplified to obtain the following:

5eR + 4eU + 3eS = 6v + vt + μ −M − 6 14

For the two-colour topology, we have

eG = eR + eU + eS, 15

where eG represents the total number of edges in a two-
colour topology graph.

AB
AC

AD

AE

AF

BC
BD

BE

CD

DE

DF

EF

Figure 3: Two-colour complete topology for configuration III-7-5-1.
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BD
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CD

DE

DF

EF

Figure 4: Two-colour map for configuration III-7-5-1.
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Figure 5: 7R2U9S motion pair configuration for triangular
prismatic mechanism III-7-5-1.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6: Triangular prism unit-deploying process.

Unit

Width direction
networking

Network structure

Length direction
networking

Figure 7: Two-dimensional networking for triangular prism trusses based on cylindrical surface forming.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 8: Motion simulation of the deployment of the 18R triangular prism truss mechanism.
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According to Rule 2, we have the following constraints:

eS ≤ v,
es ≤ eR + eU

16

Based on the above constraints, the combined mecha-
nism can be obtained by configuring the kinematic pairs in
the two-colour atlas for the mechanism.

Taking the two-colour topology diagram of the
mechanism in Figure 4 as an example, v = 12, vt = 5,
and eG = 18. If a single-degree-of-freedom mechanism
(μ = 0 and M = 1) without an overconstraint is constructed,
then the parameters are brought into Equations (14), (15),
and (16), and we obtain

5eR + 4eU + 3eS = 70,
eR + eU + eS = 18,
eS ≤ 12,
es ≤ eR + eU

17

Solving for the feasible configurations yields the following
combinations:

eR1 = 7, eU1 = 2, eS1 = 9,
eR2 = 6, eU2 = 4, eS2 = 8,
eR3 = 5, eU3 = 6, eS3 = 7,
eR4 = 4, eU4 = 8, eS4 = 6,
eR5 = 3, eU5 = 10, eS5 = 5,
eR6 = 2, eU6 = 12, eS6 = 4,
eR7 = 1, eU7 = 14, eS7 = 3,
eR8 = 0, eU8 = 16, eS8 = 2

18

To simplify the mechanism, the first group of solutions
with the most rotating pairs is taken, and a two-colour
topology diagram that satisfies the rules is obtained, as
shown in Figure 5.

The simulation verification suggests that the triangular
prism unit deployment mechanism obtained by the graph

(a) Stowed (b) Deploying 1

(c) Deploying 1 (d) Deployed

Figure 9: 2-unit longitudinal deployment principle prototype deployment test.

UPS Branch chain

R

S

Figure 10: Width-dimensional networking configuration of the 18R triangular prism truss mechanism.
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theory configuration method can deploy with a single degree
of freedom, and the triangular prism truss can be folded into
a linear structure.

To achieve better local stiffness and deployment reli-
ability in orbit, the on-board deployment mechanism often
adopts an overconstrained mechanism. Based on the
7R2U9S triangular prism unit configuration, by changing
all the U and S pairs into R pairs, an overconstrained
18R triangular prism unit mechanism can be obtained
(Figure 6).

4. Triangular Prism Unit Mechanism
Network Configuration

According to the structural characteristics of the parabolic
cylindrical deployable antenna, the networking for triangu-
lar prism deployable elements can be divided into network-
ing along the length and width directions, as shown in
Figure 7. The modular structure of the whole parabolic
cylindrical deployable antenna can be obtained by combin-
ing the networking in the two directions.

(a) Stowed (b) Deploying

(c) Deployed

Figure 12: Four-unit horizontal and vertical deployment test.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 11: 18R triangular prism unit cylindrical network mechanism deployment motion simulation.
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4.1. Network along the Length Direction. The topology of the
above single-degree-of-freedom triangular prism unit
mechanism is carried out along the length direction, and
the multiunit single-degree-of-freedom stowing and deploy-
ment are realized through the linkage structure. Through
simulation verification, the single-degree-of-freedom stow-
ing/deployment from the line to the space truss can be
realized (Figure 8).

According to the joint configuration method proposed
in this paper, the joints for the principle prototype are
designed in detail, and a two-unit longitudinal expansion
principle prototype is developed by 3D printing. The unfold-
ing process is shown in Figure 9. The whole unfolding
process is smooth and free of jamming, thereby proving
the rationality and correctness of the configuration proposed
in this paper.

4.2. Networking along the Width Direction. The stowed facet
of the prismatic mechanism is used as the reflective surface.
The S and R pairs are alternately arranged, and the back is
closed by the UPS chain to release the rotational freedom
between adjacent triangular prisms, the inconsistency in
the apex angle of the triangle fitting curve is solved, and
the triangular prism unit mechanism network structure is
obtained (Figure 10).

Through simulation verification, the obtained triangular
prism network structure can be used to realize the needed
folding and deployment motions (Figure 11).

The deployment function of the four-unit principle
prototypes in both the horizontal and vertical directions
is tested. The deployment process is shown in Figure 12.
The whole deployment process is smooth and free of jam-
ming, which proves the rationality and correctness of the
configuration.

5. Configuration Design of an Ultralarge
Aperture Cylindrical Antenna

The general layout of the ultralarge aperture cylindrical
antenna uses the triangular prism mechanism as the column

support structure, and a flat deployable phased array struc-
ture is used as the feed. The overall configuration of the
mechanism is shown in Figure 13.

The triangular prism truss can be stowed into a plane
[7]. This mechanism is based on the Sarrus mechanism,
which is obtained by adding an RRR overconstrained branch
chain (Figure 14).

The triangular prism deployable truss mechanism is
composed of a lead screw synchronous drive component
and triangular prism truss unit (Figure 15). According to
the deployment length requirements, multiple deployable

V
V

� �

Figure 14: Triangular prism truss.

Cylindrical antenna

Triangular prism truss

Figure 13: The process of antenna deployment.
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truss units of the triangular prism are connected in series,
the truss corners are connected with the three lead screws
of the lead screw synchronous drive assembly, and the
truss units are driven to deploy one by one through the
lead screw drive.

In Figure 16, the deployment unit is composed of an
upper triangular frame, a lower triangular frame, a folding
bar, a locking hinge, a tension cable, and a screw nut. The
upper and lower frames are triangles, which are mainly used
to support the whole truss element and realize the

(a) Stowed (b) Deployed

Figure 15: Triprism deployable truss mechanism.
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Figure 16: Triprism deployable unit.
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synchronous drive and deployment of the lead screw. The
folding bar is designed as two sections. The two sections of
the folding bar are connected by locking hinges to realize
the expansion and locking of the folding bar, which is con-
structed using a carbon fibre material. The tension cable
produces a certain tension force on the deployed element,
which effectively improves the stability and rigidity of the
truss. The lead screw drives the upper triangular frame to
complete the deployment movement.

As shown in Figure 17, a four-unit 10-metre-long
deployable triangular prism truss prototype was developed.
After the final assembly of the prototype, the deployment
function test for the prototype is completed under the hor-
izontal unloading state. Driven by the lead screw synchro-
nization mechanism, the lead screw can rotate smoothly
and synchronously, and the triangular prism truss can
realize the function of gradual deployment. After deploy-
ing each unit in place, the folding bar is effectively locked
with the expansion ability needed by the design.

Through prototype and deployment tests, the correct-
ness of the configuration and design mechanism is verified.

6. Conclusion

The configuration synthesis for a triangular prism deploy-
able mechanism is carried out by using graph theory.
Various feasible deployable mechanisms are proposed using
the method of graph theory. On the basis of a bicolour topol-
ogy diagram, a mechanism topology diagram for a 12-bar
mechanism is established, and the configuration for the
motion pairs is completed. A single-degree-of-freedom
7R2U9S triangular prism unfolding element mechanism that
can be folded into a linear stable truss is obtained. A method

for networking triangular prism unit mechanisms is
proposed based on the geometric characteristics of parabolic
cylindrical surfaces. Research into the configuration synthe-
sis of unit network mechanisms based on graph theory pro-
vides a reference for the configuration synthesis of large
deployable truss mechanisms.
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